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Take-home message
• Research question:
Do credit constraints affect total-factor energy efficiency (TFEE) of firms, and how much?
• Data:
5,154 manufacturing firms from 39 countries.
• Methods:
– TFEE is derived from data envelopment analysis (DEA).
– An endogenous switching model is applied to control for endogeneity, selection bias, and firm
heterogeneity.
– Results are aggregated to sectoral level and compared with those in previous studies
• Key results:
– Average TFEE score differs for credit-constrained and credit-unconstrained firms.
– TFEE of constrained firms would increase by lifting credit constraints.
– The role of credit constraints differs across sectors and firms.
• Policy implications:
Sectoral loan guarantee programs and credit supply could improve energy efficiency of firms.
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Motivation
• Energy efficiency measures are of great interests of industrial firms
– Reduce costs and GHG emissions without output losses.
• However, market barriers, such as lack of financing (or credit
Constraints), may prevent firms from adopting cost-effective energy
efficiency technologies (Earnhart and Segerson, 2012; Andersen, 2017; Tian and Lin, 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).
• Previous studies have largely overlooked the variation of energy
efficiencies across firms within a given sector as well as the variation
across industrial sectors. This motivate this study.
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A large firm-level
database
Data on 5,154 manufacturing firms
from 39 countries collected by the
World Bank Enterprise Surveys (Enterprise
Surveys, 2020)

• All sample countries are from Central and
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, except
for two African countries
• Some sectors are combined due to few
observations and similar production
processes

• Top five industrial sectors in terms of the
number of firms (>8%)
1. Food and tobacco
2. Fabricated metal products
3. Machinery and equipment
4. Non-metallic mineral products, and
5. Garments
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Measuring TFEE
• TFEE (percentage points) for a firm

• TFEE for for an industrial sector
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Calculated TFEE
Four groups of firms:
• Firms whose loan
applications were approved;
• Firms whose loan
applications were rejected;
• Firms that did not apply for
bank loans because
“interest rates were not
favorable” or because they
“did not think it would be
approved.”
• Firms that did not apply for
bank loans because
application procedures
were complex,” “collateral
requirements were too
high,” or “the size of loan
and the maturity were
insufficient.”
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Endogenous switching model
• Regression equation

• A probit model for determining the factors influencing credit constraint
conditions

• Reduced equations to regress TFEE
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Estimated results of
the endogenous
switching model
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Counterfactual analysis
The counterfactual analysis is used to evaluate the extent to which credit
constraints affect TFEE, measured by treatment effects by the differences
between actual and counterfactual expectation of TFEE.

• For credit-constrained firms, we compare
–the conditional expectation of the actual TFEE
–the counterfactual expectation given that credit-constrained firms had
not been constrained.
• For unconstrained firms, we compare
–the conditional expectation of the actual TFEE
–the counterfactual expectation given that the credit unconstrained firms
had not been constrained
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Counterfactual analysis
Treatment effects for credit-constrained and
credit-unconstrained firms, by
manufacturing sector
For the whole sample, the average
treatment effect is
• –7.05 for constrained firms
• –12.09 for unconstrained firms.
For each sector as shown in the figure,
• the treatment effect of constrained firms
is larger than that of unconstrained firms,
indicating some common driving forces
behind the credit constraints–TFEE
relationship for each sector.
• ISIC 22 (Publishing, printing, and
recorded media) is the most severely
affected by credit constraints, followed by
ISIC 21 (Paper).
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